ABSTRACT Although words are basic semantic units in text, phrases, and expressions contain additional information, which is important for text classification. To capture this information, traditional algorithms extract composite features via word sequences or co-occurrences, such as bigrams and termsets, but ignore the influence of stop words and punctuation, which results in huge amounts of weak features. In this paper, we propose a text structure-based algorithm to extract composite features. Termsets that cross punctuation marks or stop words in the text are excluded. To eliminate redundancy, a novel discriminative measure containing two factors is suggested. One is employed to measure the relevancy, while the other is incorporated to increase the values of composite features, whose class frequencies are much smaller than those of their sub-features. The experiments on three benchmark datasets with both a support vector machine and a naive Bayes classifier illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the era of informationization, in which people use electronic devices and internet technologies extensively, the tremendous growth of online data requires increasingly faster updates. Specifically, almost 80% of all online data is stored in textual form [1] . For this reason, it is difficult for people and information retrieval systems to locate the information they need from such a large amount of text data [2] . Consequently, text documents need to be automatically organized into different categories to improve the efficiency of information resource usage.
A text classifier is an efficient technique that is extensively exploited to arrange text data like news articles, movie reviews and emails into predefined classes [3] - [6] . The process of automatic text classification requires training a model based on already classified documents [7] - [9] . Then, a text classifier can be built and used for predicting the class label of new documents according to their content.
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Commonly, each document is converted into a vector that can be recognized by a computer [10] , [11] . As each unique word is used to construct the document vector, two issues are raised: dimensional disaster and the presence of noisy features. This situation highlights the necessity of an evaluation criterion whose goal is to rank features and select a feature subset. tf − idf is a widely used term weighting metrics used for constructing document vectors [12] , [13] .
However, one major issue concerning training a good classifier is that the feature set may not have enough informative features. Sometimes the appearance of individual words can lead to ambiguous information, which reduces the accuracy of the classification. This problem comes from the fact that features are assumed to be independent with each other in the traditional bag of words (BOW) model [14] . Actually, there may be close relationship among the words because of the potential grammatical relationship of the text. Thus, text classification processes require much more informative features to enrich a limited document vector. Many researchers in this field have studied how to enhance the performance of text classifiers by adding composite features with co-occurrence information to the BOW model in order to capture the correlation between words, such as n-grams [15] - [17] and termsets [18] , [19] . A fundamental composite feature consists of two or more words, which is considered to be more informative than individual features in many cases.
The effectiveness of the composite features depends on whether they introduce more noise and redundant information than useful information. Therefore, it is crucial to extract and select a good subset of discriminative composite features. In this literature, some studies exploited different composite feature subsets and have obtained different experimental results. Results of [20] show that the efficiency of n-grams can make BOW-based document representation much richer when n < 3. This gives us a profound revelation that bigrams are useful in the classification process, but the distribution of longer sequences (trigrams or longer) may be weaker. Following this study, extensive works are carried out on extracting composite features with only two terms. A criterion for evaluating bigrams was proposed based on the mutual information (MI), which specifies that a bigram will be selected if its MI score is higher than its subfeatures [16] , [21] . Curiously, the experimental performance that they obtained was not significant, and the author suggested that the reason for this is that the proportion of ''junk'' bigrams is much larger than ''good'' bigrams. It was also argued that the experimental results could be improved by adding more stable phrases.
Recently, a novel scheme based on cardinality statistics was proposed for termset weighting [19] . The redundancy of 2-termsets and their member terms was eliminated by two newly proposed algorithms [22] . Both the distinguishing ability and the correlations between features were compared using these algorithms. They suggested to eliminate member terms which become redundant rather than remove 2-termsets, which had the risk of losing a large number of useful individual terms. Additionally, discriminative individual features were also employed to form 2-termsets to generate composite features [23] . In addition, an evaluation criterion based on the class distribution of termsets was also proposed. Both selection and weighting schemes specifically designed for composite features were proposed in [18] . The main idea behind this study was to consider that a certain member term of a 2-termset can also convey valuable information when it appears individually. It was reported that a 2-termset should have a non-zero weight assigned to both its member terms, i.e. to individual occurrences and co-occurrences.
Despite the numerous methods presented in the literature, the application of composite features is still an ongoing research field. In this paper, being inspired from some of the above research, we suggest that adding additional composite features to the BOW model is still useful to improve the following classification effect. A simple example can be used to illustrate the motivation of our argument. Assume there is a term ''learning'' in a document, which is a common word when it appears alone because it may frequently appear in most of classes. However, when it appears together with ''machine'' as {machine, learning}, together they provide more semantic information than the individual terms, i.e., we realized that this combination implies the science of artificial intelligence. Moreover, {machine, learning} may only appear in the category of ''Computer Science'', while its sub-features are evenly distributed in most other categories. Although, this co-occurrence provides more information that helps us determine the class label of the documents, two non-negligible problems will also affect the classification performance. On one hand, for example, when ''learning'' is combined with other terms (e.g.,{good, learning}, {reach, learning}), they do not provide useful information for the classification task. Thus, these composite features are irrelevant or can be regarded as noise features that need to be filtered out. On the other hand, the augmentation will introduce the risk of redundancy due to the strong correlation between composite features and their sub-features [24] - [27] . According to the idea of max-relevance and min-redundancy [21] , we should determine all composite features that have a strong relevance with certain classes but which also have a weaker correlation with their sub-features. In this paper, the main problem that needs to be explored is how to extract and select discriminative composite features with less redundancy to obtain better classification performance.
The main contributions of this study are as follows: first, a target feature extraction process named Syntax Augmented Bigram (SABigram) is proposed to capture combination semantics. The new method not only excludes many bigrams that have weak structural information, but it also computes faster than when using just bigrams because of parallel computation. Second, a new composite feature selection metric based on category information [28] , [29] called relevance category frequency (rcf ) is proposed. The rcf metric considers both the distinguishing ability and redundancy strength of the composite features, which breaking through the traditional feature selection methods [30] - [33] without considering feature redundancies. Finally, comparative studies are made with a theoretical analysis and two series of experiments on three benchmark datasets.
The paper organized as follows. In Section II, previous, related work is reviewed by us. In Section III, we propose two novel algorithms: one is developed for feature extraction and the other is for composite feature selection. The experimental setup and the experimental results are presented in Section IV. The conclusions and future work directions are summarized in Section V.
II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
To capture important combination semantics, there are two key issues. One is to extract any composite features which may contain a lot of redundancies. The other is to determine which composite features should be included in the classifier.
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
There are two main types of composite feature extraction methods in text categorization: n-gram and termset. 
1) n-GRAM
The n-gram extraction process entails using a window with length n to slide through an entire corpus [15] - [17] . Then, we extract all the sets of consecutive words or characters in each window. The purpose of n-gram is to get the composite features that appear continuously to alleviate the ambiguity of individual words. Commonly used n-grams are bigram and trigram. However, the influence of text structure, such as punctuation and stop words, is not considered.
2) TERMSET
A termset is completely different to an n-gram, where composite features are only extracted based on their cooccurrence, irrespective of the order and position of the member terms [18] , [19] . In other words, termsets could be defined as arbitrary paired combinations in vocabulary. One problem comes from this combination however, that is, a combination explosion even for 2-termsets. It means that there will be 2 n kinds of combinations for a vocabulary size of n.
B. FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is commonly used to reduce the feature dimension and improve the performance of a text classifier. During the process of feature selection, the score of each feature is usually calculated by a general criteria, and then the top N features are selected in the feature subset (N is an experimentally determined number). Chi-square is a widely known statistical method that has played a huge role in assessing individual distinguishing power [34] , [35] , whose formula is as follows:
where a and c are defined as the number of documents that contain t i in the positive and negative classes, respectively, and b and d indicate the number of documents that do not contain t i in the positive and negative classes, respectively. The total number of documents in the training set is
To evaluate termsets, a χ 2 based approach was proposed by [18] :χ
where t ij denotes the 2-termset which is made up of terms t i and t j ,ã andc respectively indicate the number of documents which contain both or either of t i and t j in the positive and negative classes, andb andd are the number of documents that not contain any of t i and t j in the positive and negative classes, respectively. This means that a subset of the members can also convey information.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
To reduce the introduction of composite features and improve the following classification, we first suggest to make use of the information of the term sequences in the text in the extraction step. Then, a scheme that not only evaluates relevance but also redundancy is proposed to select the informative composite features.
A. SYNTAX AUGMENTED BIGRAM
The original bigram is used to remove all elements that do not have any semantic meaning, such as punctuation marks and stop words. This generates an ultra long term sequence, where each two consecutive terms are extracted as a bigram. This approach is widely used in spoken language analyses. Although punctuation and stop words have no semantic information, they are necessary for the grammatical structure of a document. Indeed, they affect the relative distance between the words in a document. In more detail, they weaken or even block the relevance of terms, which can be on different sides of them in a document. In a previous work, they helped to automatic extract multiword expression candidates for Indonesian language. Suppose we want to extract composite features from the following text:
Example 3.1: Machine learning is a good book. After eating breakfast, I will read it. Bigram: 1) Removing the stop words and punctuation, as well as stemming and lowercasing letters, the text will have the following form: machine learn book eat breakfast read 2) Selecting all sequences of two adjacent words from the pre-processed text, we obtain the following bigram subset: {machine, learn} {learn, book} {book, eat} {eat, breakfast} {breakfast, read} However, the composite features, {learn, book}, {book, eat}, {breakfast, read}, are almost useless, and can be avoided in written text analyses. We suggest making use of sentence structure information, and propose a composite feature extract algorithm named Syntax Augmented Bigram (SABigram).
SABigram: 1) Stemming the text and lowercasing letters. machine learn is a good book. after eat breakfast, i will read it 2) Breaking up text by punctuation and stop words.
machine learn book eat breakfast read 3) Run bigram in parallel, then we get the SABigram features as follows:
{machine, learn} {eat, breakfast} In order to simplify the naming, the word 'feature' is dropped by us, and thus the term SABigram is used to mean either the feature extraction method or the composite feature that extracted by this method. The feature extraction process is then given by Algorithm 1.
Remark: SABigram has the following characteristics: • It is fast in computation. The inner bigram can run in parallel. After removing the composite features, if the document frequency less than four, we got the different number of composite features on Reuters-21578, OHSUMED and 20-Newsgroups, as in Table 1 . 
B. FILTERING COMPOSITE FEATURES
Although SABigram algorithm can sharply reduce the number of composite features, they still contain about 10 times more than the single terms. Including all of them will not only increase the computational cost, but also reduce the classification performance.
Adding composite features allows us to capture the combination semantics (i.e. the dependence between the terms), and then improve the subsequent classification. However, there are two key challenges. One is to determine the relevance of the composite features. Because of the flexibility and complexity of the text data, the number of composite features can easily exceed hundreds of thousands. Most of them are useless for the classification task. The other is to reduce the redundancy of the composite features. Composite features are made up of two or more consecutive words, which can lead to redundancy easily, as shown in Fig. 1 . t i is a relevant term, and t i and t ij have strong correlation, which will lead to the relevance between t ij and C. However, there is not any direct relationship between t ij and C.
To deal with these, attention needed to be paid to the following situations. For t ij , t i and t j : 1) t i and t j have no or less meaning for classification when they appear alone, but they are extremely discriminative when they appear together. This means that t ij has a combination semantic, and is important for classification.
2) The classification prediction ability of t ij is the same as t i or t j . The typical characteristic is that t ij has strong correction with t i or t j . In this case, including the composite feature will generate redundancy. The toy example in Table 2 is given to explain the above two situations. The document frequency, df , of each feature class pair is given in the table. The composite feature {machine, learning} only occurs in C 1 , and is a class-specific feature. The sub-features ''machine'' and ''learning'' are uniformly distributed among several classes, so their discriminating powers are much weaker. These composite features achieve the goal of eliminating the ambiguity of individual features, which allows us to obtain valuable information for classification. Hence, the smaller class frequency of a composite feature is relative to its sub-features, the much more relevant it is.
Next we turn to the redundancy of the composite features. As shown in Table 2 , ''Hong'' and ''Kong'' always appear together and form the composite feature {Hong, Kong}; so, the relation between {Hong, Kong} and its sub-features is extremely strong. From the perspective of categories, the class distributions of the three features are almost the same, which results in little difference in their ability to predict document labels. Mutual redundancy between a composite feature and its sub-features is hence brought into existence. Therefore, large differences between the class frequency of a composite feature and its sub-features can reduce the redundancy of the composite feature.
Based on the above intuitive relevance and redundancy analysis of composite features, we can obtain a filtering scheme that we call the relevance class frequency (rcf ):
where c (t i ), c t j , and c t ij represent the class frequency of t i , t j and t ij , respectively. Since t ij is derived from t i and t j , c t ij is always less than or equal to min c (t i ) , c t j , so the value of rcf t ij ranges from 1 to min c (t i ) , c t j .
Returning to the example in Table 2 , we can get rcf ({machine, learning}) = min(4, 5)/1 = 4 and rcf ({Hong, Kong}) = 1. The results show that {machine, learning} is more class-specific than its subfeatures. The relatively larger rcf value also delivers valuable information that {machine, learning} does not always appear in the same class with its sub-features, so it has less redundancy with its sub-features. When rcf is close to 1, the composite feature seems to be redundant, such as {Hong, Kong}. rcf can capture the discriminating power of composite features based on class frequencies. Since the class number in text classification is quite limited (e.g., only 20 classes for 20 Newsgroups), the values of rcf will vary over a small range. This will result in the fact that many composite features have equal rcf scores. For these, we suggest to use:
The added factor is the commonly used statistical feature selection measure χ 2 (t ij ).
To reduce the composite feature sets in large corpus, we suggest using:
Under this evaluation criterion, we have reduced the contribution of the rcf factor to the final score when rcf > 1. Otherwise, if rcf = 1, the final score is 0, which means that we predicate that the composite feature is absolutely redundant.
As suggested by [18] , [22] , and [23] , we first select the individual features, and then select the composite features. The detailed practice of the pseudo code is given in Algorithm 2: Table 3 displays the top 10 SABigrams selected by χ 2 and χ 2 ·rcf from OHSUMED. The class frequency (cf ) and document frequency (df ) of the features are also included. The results show that χ 2 selected composite features with relatively larger df and cf , most of which are commonly used semantic phrases in medical literature. Whereas, the df of the composite features selected by χ 2 ·rcf are much smaller, and each of them is a special feature for certain categories. For example, the first feature selected by χ 2 ·rcf is ''kt/v'', i.e. a clinical comparison, which only appears in documentation describing the hemodialysis system. On the other hand, ·rcf , then determine a cut point to select composite features to form a set S 2 9: S ←− S 1 ∪ S 2 10: return S the top feature selected by χ 2 is ''left ventricular'', which although it is a meaningful meaning, it is very common in all categories of medical documents.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We implemented two series of experiments under various experimental circumstances. The main purpose of the first series of experiments is to explore the superiority of our proposed SABigram. In addition, a second series of experiments are conducted in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of rcf and χ 2 ·rcf .
A. DATASETS USED
Three different reference datasets that are commonly used for text mining were applied in our experiments, including Reuters-21578, OHSUMED and 20 Newsgroups. Reuters-21578 contains a total of 90 categories of news documents which is an unbalanced corpus; that is, the number of documents included in each category are largely different. In our simulations, the top 10 largest classes were selected by us, and we also removed multiply labeled documents in the classification process. The OHSUMED corpus consists of the titles and abstracts of 270 medical journals from 1987 to 1991, which includes a total of 23 categories of documents. In addition, OHSUMED is considered as a difficult collection to classify because of its sparsity; the 10 most frequent categories were employed in our experiments. Furthermore, 20 Newsgroups is an approximate-uniformly distributed collection which consists of 20 news classes. In particular, each class (newsgroup) of 20 Newsgroups is stored in a directory, and each newsgroup message is stored as a separate file.
B. CLASSIFIERS USED
One of the most effective ways to prove the efficacy of the proposed framework is to verify the classification performance. To accomplish this, two commonly used algorithms for text classification research with high robustness were used in our simulations: a support vector machines (SVM; [36] , [37] ), and a naive Bayes classifier [38] - [40] . All classification algorithms were run using Matlab R2018a, and the 10-fold cross-validation method was conducted for each algorithm.
A SVM, as an excellent machine-learning algorithm, is based on the structural risk minimization principle. It can be classified into two categories according to the different kernel functions, i.e. linear SVMs and nonlinear SVMs. Specifically, a linear kernel was employed in our experiments because of its speedy computation for high dimensional data. More specifically, we used the LIBSVM-3.21 package [41] with its default parameter settings.
A naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic algorithm based on Bayes theorem and the independence assumption. For each document, the probability value can be obtained by multiplying the conditional probabilities of each term for a given class, C. For a document, d, consisting of n number of terms: d = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ). Its corresponding class label could be predicted according to the naive Bayes algorithm as:
In this case, P(Y = C) represents the probability of class C, and P(t i |Y = C) denotes the probability of term t i for a given class.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The experimental performance was measured with the F 1 score, which is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of the precision, P, and the recall, R, as follows:
For multi-class classification, the F 1 measure is always calculated via two ways, i.e. micro-averaged and macro-averaged scores. However, these two evaluation methods may give quite different scores.
D. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the first series of experiments, we compare three kinds of feature extraction algorithms (including bigram, 2-termset and our SABigram) on three popular datasets, i.e., Reuters-21578, OHSUMED and 20 Newsgroups, using SVMs and naive Bayes classifiers in terms of the micro-and macro-F 1 measure. The increased number composite features were added to the BOW-based representation. In addition, BOW-based representation, which only uses individual features, was also employed as a baseline. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section IV-E. Moreover, four different composite feature selection methods, i.e., χ 2 ,χ 2 , rcf , χ 2 · rcf , for the same three datasets and two classifiers are compared in the second series of experiments. The four above-mentioned feature selection methods were employed to filter the numerous SABigrams.
In order to get better experimental performances, different numbers of composite features were selected for the different collections in the second series of experiments, where rare composite features whose df values were less than four were discarded. In detail, the top ranked n∈ {700, 900, 1500, 1800, 2100, 2400, 2700, 3000, 3300} SABigrams together with the BOW-based representation were utilized for the Reuters-21578 dataset. For OHSUMED, we selected the top ranked n ∈ {100, 150, 170, 210, 230, 250, 270, 310, 330} SABigrams. For the 20 Newsgroups dataset, the top ranked n ∈ {600, 900, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 3800, 4000} SABigrams were selected. χ 2 was employed to select a fixed number of individual features, which were then combined with the composite feature subsets in all of the above experiments. For the different collections, we chose different numbers of individual features in order to achieve better experimental results, i.e., we chose 2600 for Reuters, 500 for OHSUMED, and 1500 for 20 Newsgroups. Moreover, due to the unbalanced class distribution in the Reuters-21578 datset, some categories only have few documents. So, we only extracted composite features whose rcf scores were greater than 2 to reduce the proportion of redundant features in the small-size categories. Similarly, for OHSUMED on the SVM classifier, only those composite features whose rcf scores were greater than 2 were employed by us. Under these experiment settings, excellent experimental results were obtained by us.
E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this subsection, the results of two series of experiments are shown. The horizontal axis represents the increasing number of composite features in all experimental results figures.
1) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SABigram
Figures 2 and 3 report the results of the first series of experiments on the three different corpora using the SVM and naive Bayes classifier. In these figures, each curve represents a different kind of feature extract algorithm, i.e. SABigram, bigram and 2-termset Figure 2 depicts the micro-and macro-F 1 performance of different kinds of feature extraction methods on the three datasets when using the naive Bayes classifier. For Reuters-21578, and using three different kinds VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The macro-and micro-F 1 scores achieved by adding different number of SABigrams using χ 2 ·rcf as the ranking scheme and Bayesian as the classifier. Equal numbers of bigrams and 2-termsets, as well as the BOW-based individual features, are included for reference. of feature extraction methods, the trends of the micro-F 1 points generally increase as the number of composite features grows. Among these, the best two micro-F 1 points, 0.7749 and 0.7627, are reached once 3000 composite features are added when using SABigram and bigram method, the maximum micro-F 1 value of SABigram is 1.22% higher than traditional bigram. In contrast to the effect of these composite features in terms of the micro-F 1 measure, the macro-F 1 points of SABigrams and bigrams do not improve obviously as the number of composite features grows because of the skewed collection; however, these two curves approach a plateau or even decline as the number of composite features exceeds 1500. For OHSUMED, the curve of SABigram is always higher than the others. The maximum micro-and macro-F 1 values, 0.5117 and 0.5172 respectively, are achieved by adding 310 SABigrams. In addition, the performance of these three kinds of feature extraction methods in terms of the macro-F 1 measure is rather similar to that of the micro-F 1 measure for this nearly uniform category distribution dataset. As the number of composite features grows, the performance of all the methods improves except for 2-termset. For the 20 Newsgroups dataset, the micro-and macro-F 1 points when using SABigram and bigram generally increase as the number of composite features grows, and the performance is always better than the BOW-based individual features. However, when using 2-termset algorithm, the micro-F 1 points decrease as the number of 2-termsets grows, and the performance is always worse than the BOW-based individual features. Among these, the best two micro-F 1 points, 0.5054 and 0.4959, are reached once 1200 composite features are added when using SABigram and Bigram, respectively. In summary, the SABigram algorithm has been shown to perform better than the others when the number of composite features is sufficient. Figure 3 depicts the micro-and macro-F 1 performance of different kinds of feature extraction algorithms on the three datasets when using a SVM classifier. The trends of these curves are quite similar to that for the naive Bayes classifier. For Reuters-21578, the micro-F 1 performance of the three kinds feature extraction methods are evenly matched, but the macro-F 1 performance of the 2-termset is higher than the others, which is consistent with the results when using the naive Bayes classifier. This result indicates that 2-termset process has a relatively good experimental effect on the Reuters-21578 dataset. For OHSUMED, the best micro-F 1 point, 0.3921, is reached when 150 SABigrams were added, which is 0.38% higher than the maximum micro-F 1 value when using bigram method. Moreover, the curve trends of the macro-F 1 measure are almost identical to those of the micro-F 1 measure on this nearly uniform category distribution dataset. Unlike the trends of curves on the same dataset (OHSUMED) when using the naive Bayes classifier, the performance of SABigram achieves a peak at a smaller composite feature set size when using the SVM in terms of both the macro-and micro-F 1 measures. For the 20 Newsgroups dataset, the experimental effect when using SABigram algorithm is almost identical to bigram. The best micro-F 1 point is achieved at 0.8041 when 1200 SABigrams were added, which is 1.37% higher than when using 2-termset. Additionally, the performances of these three feature extraction algorithms in terms of the macro-F 1 measure are almost identical to those of the micro-F 1 measure for this nearly uniform category distribution dataset.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR COMPOSITE FEATURE FILTERING
Figures 4 and 5 report the results of the second series of experiments on the three different corpora when using the SVM and naive Bayes classifiers. In these figures, each curve represents a different composite feature filtering method. In order to compare these four composite feature filtering methods more intuitively, the maximum micro-and macro-F 1 values of these four methods on the three different corpora when using SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers are listed in Table 4 . Figure 4 depicts the micro-and macro-F 1 performance of the different composite feature filtering schemes on the three datasets when using a naive Bayes classifier. For Reuters-21578, it is clearly observed that rcf performs consistently and significantly better than other composite feature filtering schemes, and achieves the best performance in all experiments. The best two micro-F 1 points, 0.7845 and 0.7782, are reached by using rcf and χ 2 · rcf , respectively. When we add 2700 SABigrams, the peak micro-F 1 value is reached by using rcf . The macro-F 1 point of the rcf VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The macro-and micro-F 1 scores achieved by using the proposed framework to select SABigrams with a SVM classifier. The SABigrams selected by χ 2 andχ 2 are given for reference. method reaches a peak at 0.5608 when 2400 SABigrams are added, which is 0.95% higher thanχ 2 . Moreover, the effect of χ 2 is the worst on the Reuters-21578 dataset. For OHSUMED, the experimental results of these four feature filtering schemes show no significant difference, although χ 2 · rcf still achieves the best performance. The best two micro-F 1 points, 0.5117 and 0.5098, are reached by using χ 2 ·rcf and χ 2 , respectively. Moreover, the curve trends of the macro-F 1 measure are almost identical to those of the micro-F 1 measure on this nearly uniform category distribution collection. For 20 Newsgroups, the micro-and macro-F 1 points of the different composite feature filtering methods generally increase as the number of composite features grows. Among these, the best two micro-F 1 points, 0.5715 and 0.5667, are reached when 4000 SABigrams are added by using rcf andχ 2 , respectively. Similar to the experimental results of the Reuters dataset, the χ 2 method still has the worst experimental results in terms of the micro-F 1 measure. Figure 5 depicts the micro-F 1 and macro-F 1 performance of the different composite feature filtering schemes on the three datasets when using the SVM classifier. The general experimental performance of SVM is better than the naive Bayes algorithm except for the OHSUMED collection. For Reuters-21578, the value of macro-F 1 fluctuates significantly due to the unbalanced dataset. The best two micro-F 1 points, 0.9389 and 0.9388, are reached by using χ 2 ·rcf and rcf , respectively. Unlike the curve trends for the same dataset (Reuters-21578) when using the naive Bayes classifier, the χ 2 · rcf performance when using the SVM algorithm achieves a peak at a relatively smaller composite feature set size of around 2700. The macro-F 1 point of the χ 2 · rcf method reaches a peak at 0.8495 when we added 3300 SABigrams, which is different to the performance of the micro-F 1 measure because of the skewed dataset. For OHSUMED, we can observe that rcf and χ 2 · rcf perform consistently and significantly better than the other composite feature filtering methods. The best two micro-F 1 points, 0.3947 and 0.3921, are reached by using rcf and χ 2 · rcf , respectively. When we added 250 SABigrams, the micro-F 1 point of rcf reaches a peak that is 1.83% higher thanχ 2 . Moreover, the performance of these four composite feature filtering methods in macro-F 1 measure are generally similar to that of the micro-F 1 measure for this nearly uniform category distribution dataset. For 20 Newsgroups, the best two micro-F 1 points, 0.8204 and 0.8201, are reached by using χ 2 · rcf and χ 2 , respectively. The performance of rcf is the worst for this dataset. Moreover, the curves of the macro-F 1 measure show similar tendencies to those of the micro-F 1 measure for this nearly uniform category distribution collection.
F. ANALYZING SABigram
Generally, these three kinds of feature extraction methods have not shown universally consistent performance when applied to the three datasets. Actually, our feature extraction method that is based on the document structure has shown remarkable performance in all the experiments. On the one hand, the classification performance when adding extra SABigrams are better than when using the BOW-based individual features in all the experiments in terms of the microand macro-F 1 points. On the other hand, when adding the same number of composite features, using SABigram and bigram algorithm, respectively, the performance when using the former method is superior in 84.38% of the cases. SABigram achieves the maximum micro-and macro-F 1 values in most experiments except for the Reuters-21578 corpus. It can be concluded that the Reuters-21578 corpus favors 2-termset method according to the curves in Figs. 2 and 3 . However, the performance of 2-termset is the worst among these three kinds of feature extraction methods on the remaining two datasets, i.e. OHSUMED, 20 Newsgroups. It is indicated that the process 2-termset is only suitable for a corpus that has a smaller vocabulary size, like Reuters-21578. As the size of the vocabulary increases, the number of noisy 2-termsets also increases. Table 5 shows the vocabulary size of each corpus, which only includes any terms whose term frequency is greater than three. Therefore, two conclusions can be made here. First, our SABigram algorithm has relatively consistent performance when using both the SVM and naive Bayes classifiers. Second, datasets with smaller vocabulary sizes favor 2-termset process because of the fewer noisy composite features. 
G. ANALYZING THE RESULTS OF THE COMPOSITE FEATURE FILTERING SCHEMES
It was clearly observed that our χ 2 .rcf method performs consistently and significantly better than χ 2 andχ 2 in most experiments. The only exception is the macro-F 1 value is almost equal to the performance of χ 2 for the 20 Newsgroups collection. Moreover, the rcf -alone method, which ignores the χ 2 factor, also shows an extremely remarkable performance in some experiments, i.e. the Reuters-21578 corpus when using the naive Bayes classifier (Fig. 4) , and the OHSUMED corpus when using the SVM classifier (Fig. 5) . However, rcf performed relatively worse on the 20 Newsgroups dataset, which could be explained by the observation that 20 Newsgroups has the largest set of composite features (Table 1) ; that is, rcf does not have the ability to distinguish the most discriminative features from such a large number of composite features. Apart from this, χ 2 ·rcf and rcf were significantly improved when using the naive Bayes classifier opposed to the SVM classifier in most experiments; this difference lies in SVM algorithm, which has the capability to handle feature redundancy whereas the naive Bayes classifier cannot. Moreover,χ 2 is the worst composite feature filtering method among the four methods on the OHSUMED corpus. Therefore, two conclusions can be made here. First, rcf performs excellently on suitable datasets, but as the size of the composite feature set increases, we need another factor (χ 2 ) to enhance the robustness of the formula. Second, our composite feature filtering method is more effective with a naive Bayes classifier than a SVM, because the former has a larger capacity to handle redundancies.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURES WORK
One remarkable conclusion can be obtained from the first series of experiments: not all additional composite features are beneficial to classification performance. Actually, some composite features are not informative even if they have co-occurrence information. On the basis of words in the traditional BOW model, the addition of an extra composite features set with smaller size and more information was our goal. To accomplish this, we have made innovations both in terms of feature extraction and feature filtering.
First of all, a new kind of feature extraction method named SABigram, which takes advantage of syntactic and structural information, was proposed by us. We pioneered exploited punctuation and stop words to break the text, then the parallel extraction process was fast and accurate. Although it has the smallest cardinality, SABigram achieved the best performance in 75% of the cases compared to the other kinds of feature extraction methods. Its performance was outstanding relative to all kinds of corpora and classifiers. Conversely, 2-termset is only effective for smaller-sized corpora. Therefore, we can conclude that an exhaustive extraction process like 2-termset can only perform better on smaller corpora.
Next, in order to filter out a large number of redundant features and noise features, a new composite feature evaluation strategy rcf was proposed, whose simple formulation achieved the assessment of both relevance and redundancy. rcf represents a breakthrough relative to most of the computation cost redundancy evaluation methods presented in the literature. Moreover, the ensemble method χ 2 .rcf , outperforms χ 2 andχ 2 substantially and significantly in most instances. The performance of these composite feature filtering schemes have close relationships with the classification algorithms and datasets. Their relationships can be summarized as follows:
• The performance improvement of χ 2 .rcf is more significant when using a naive Bayes classifier rather than a SVM.
• rcf performs the best on corpora with smaller composite feature set sizes.
• χ 2 performs well, and even comparable to χ 2 .rcf , on the 20 Newsgroups dataset when using a SVM classifier.
This indicates that SVM favors χ 2 but naive Bayes does not.
•χ 2 does not have a clear relationship with either the employed algorithm or the investigated dataset, and it consistently performed the worst in most of the experiments. Consequently, we believe that SABigram algorithm can be employed to extract stable phrases for some NLP tasks, such as machine translation and question answering, and χ 2 .rcf evaluation method of such composie features can help to discard redundant features, reduce the dimensionality of the document vectors. Despite their significant contribution, they do have some limitations. For SABigram algorithm, it may be too extreme to exclude entire composite features that cross stopwords and punctuation. Based on this limitation, it will be interesting to explore if there are some cross-stopword composite features that are still informative. In addition, for rcf , due to its excellent performance when integrated with χ 2 , it is more reliable to combine this flexible factor with more supervised and unsupervised factors (i.e., document frequency, information gain, mutual information) in our future research. Moreover, our method may be relatively weaker for the classification task of two categories; so, effective methods should be explored to overcome the two categories of classification task in the future.
